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Brehm lab may open m May
gary brock
staff reporter

Brrhm Lib will serve as new research center for each of '.he scientific disciplines.
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Wright State's latest academic
facility, Brehm Laboratory, was
to have been ready by March,
but now according to Ronald
Schmidt, Director of Environmental Studies, it probably won't
be completed until sometime in
May.
Brehm Lab. named for John E
Brehm who requested t h a t
$250,000 of his estate be left to
the university to be used for scientific research, is expected to
cost approximately one and a
quarter million dollars. The remainder of the costs will be supplied by state and local funds.
"Funds for the construction of
the lab haven't been that difficult
to obtain," said Dr Schmidt, "but
now the main problem is in get
ting the funds to supply the lab
with the necessary equipment."
He further stated that there
would be no additional hiring,
since office space is not available
in the lab complex.
When asked about the future
goals and programs for Brehm
laboratory. Dr Schmidt stated
"Basically, we have two goals in
mind for the lab. First, we hope
to carry out new research snd
studies that cannot be done pre-
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sently with existing facilities.
"Secondly, we hope to create an
atmosphere in which the
differentdisciplines of research
biology, chemistry, geology, ard
physics, for instance, can mingle
and share research and ideas
together."
Faculty research programs will
make up the nucleus of the scientific studies at the lab.
With the availability of improved facilities, the potential for
substantial scientific research
will bt greatly enhanced. The
types of research that may be
carried out in the future could be
of great importance.
Studies in the field of polymer
deterioration, an extremely
complex problem and of great
importance in maintaining environmental biology and resource
management would be feasible.
Research in these types of areas
requires extensive instrumentation.
The equipment necessary would
be available at Brehm Labortory.
It is felt by the Biology depart
ment that the Brehm Laboratory
will be essential to the development of the Environmental
Studies program at Wright State
and will contribute to the ad
vancer.ient of scientific knowledge of the community.
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Bolinga celebrates second anniversary
by mike dabney
and
bill lkklidrr
A two day celebration commemorating the second anniversary of the Bolinga Cultural Re
sources Center will be held Jan
13 and >5 at WSU.
Saturday, Jan 13 The celebration will be kicked off with the
film "From Montgomery to
Memphis." the story and life of
Dr Martin Luther King. The film
will t>e shown from 1 to 4 p m in
the Oelman Auditorium.
"We are very fortunate to be
able to present this film." said
Ms. Yvonne Chappelle. Bolinga
Center director. "It will serve to
remind us that the Bolinga
Center was dedicated in 1971 on
Martin Luther Xing's birthday,
as well as in his memory. I'm de
lighted we are able to show it."
An Anniversary Fet (dau*s),
sponsored by the WSU black
student organization will be held
later from 9 p m to 1 I m in the
University Center. Muaic will be

by the "Soul Experience" and
admission will be $1.25 per per
son.
M'inday, Jan 15 The celebra
tion will resume with an
anniversary observance reception in the Bolinga Center. The
second showing of "From Montgomery to Memphis" will bt held
from 1 to 4 pm in the Bolinga
Center.
The celebration will close with a
concert featuring the "fantastic"
Leon Thomas which will be heid
at 8 pm in Ihe Oelman Auditorium. Admission is free.
The Council for the Advancement of Black Unity (CABUI was
the primary backer of the
movement to respond to the
needs of the Black students for a
Black center. Concern about the
general lack of sensitivity and
awareness was particularly
noted by Black s t u d e n t s .
Outrage after the killings at
Jackson S t a t e triggered an
outburst of demands presented
by the officers of CABU. Larry
Crowe, Linda Gillispie, and Lela

Shephard, to Brage GoMing.
President of WSU at that time.
In the demands, a Black
Cultural Center with the purpose
of promoting the understanding
of the Black experience was
given as one of the means that
CABU recommended to improve
campua relations.
Arbitration on the demands
resulted in an initial budget of
25.000 dollars for a Black
Cultural Center.
A CABU Ministry consisting of
Larry Crowe, Linda Gillispie,
Chester Russ. Walter McKinney,
Robert Early. Carl Forster. Lela
Shephard. Connie Woodruff, and
Carolyn Wright worked with Dr
Anne Shearer and Mr Lawrence
Abrams to plan details of the
first year's budget and furnish
ings needed, getting the booklist
for the initial collection and s«
forth.
The Center opened early in 1971
on Sunday. Jan 15, Martin
Luther King's birthday. In
implementing the plans for the
Continued on page 2

Leon Thomas will be here Monday as part of the Bolinga celebration.

Dr Olds files discrimination complaint with AAC
cathy wilder
staff reporter
Dr Patricia Olds, assistant pro
fessor of music, has filed a dis
crimination complaint with the
Affirmative Action Council
charging that her contract for
the next year was not renewed
because of sexual discrimination.
Olds and some . other faculty
whose contracts have not been
renewed are also pursuing the
channels outlined in the due
process section of the Faculty
Handbook. This section r e

tween. faculty and administration
and is a separate action from the
Affirmative Action complaint.
Olds, in accordance with the due
pros-ess procedures, has talked to
Dr Eugene Cantelupe, Dean of
the College of Liberal Arts, and
to Dr Andrew Spiegel. Provost
for the University.
Spiegel confirmed that other
faculty have come to him in ac
cordance with the due process
procedures of the university, but
would not identify these psopW.
At least one faculty member
specifically asked not to be iden-

tified in a news story written in
the Guardian until discussions
have continued further.
A written decision has been issued by Spiegel, saying that he
didn't see "any reason to reserse
the decision of the music departmsnt."
No public statement has been
made by the University on the
complaints by Olds and the other
faculty members. Director of
Communications Alan Herbert
said Tuesday morning t h a t
"there is no record in her personal file that her contract was

not renewed."
The next step is a hearing. This
may be either departmental or at
the university level, and may be
either open or closed. Olas will
request the hearing this week.
She is not sure what kind of
hearing she will request, but
says, "I have nothing to hide. It
will probably be an open hearing."
Mr Alphonso Smith, assistant
professor of mathematics and
Assistant to the Director of Fac
ulty Affairs is handling the Affirmative Action complaint for

Spiegel, who is chairman of the
council.
Under the Affirmative Action
guidelines an Equal Opportunity
Counselor handles each complaint, and files a report on it.
This decision will either confirm
or deny that Old's dismissal was,
in Smith's opinion, due to sexual
discrimination.
A report will be submitted to
Spiegel and the Acting-president
Fred White. Thsy will then tike
action on the report.
Spiegel said Tuesday that if it is
Continued on page 2
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New library to alleviate noise

®
room. This will enable students
As the new library building st
to have ope certain area where
WSU nears completion there are
they can take reserve books
great expectations coupled with
instead of searching for t place to
a realistic view of the problems sit and read.
to be encountered in getting
Webb stated that "There are
accustomed to the new sur- certain problems that you can
roundings.
anticipate. For instance, because
Hopefully the new building will of the way the building is laved
alleviate some of the compiiir.ts out we know that for security
which the library recieves.
reasons we're going to have to
"One of the biggest complaints put in an electronic security
we have about the building is the system because of the theft
noise in the study ureas. There's problem in the library.
"And because of the way the
not a lot that can be done unless
librarians turn into policemen," building was originally designed
says John Webb, Assistant
it means that we've had to make
Director for Public Services for traffic patterns using railing or
the library.
theater rope in order to get
"This is just a noisy building to people outside the checkpoint."
begin with and, secondly, we are
Not all of the problems can be
so packed in here. When you get foretold, however. It is still
that many people packed into unknown whether or not the
that smail amount of space, staff will have to be enlarged to
there's bound to be a b: of handle the servicing of the larger
facility.
noise."
Pla ming of the new building
The placement of the reference
was carried out with that in s' iff is not definite either. Only
mind. The entire building will be jfter operations in the new
carpeted and ;here will be bafflei building are underway ran these
in the ceiling to help deaden the and other problems be taken care
of.
noise.
One ol the biggest a.id most
The library is under manageobvious advantages of the ment by an almost entirely new
building will he the fart that it is staff this year and they are
larger. The library's current trying to change some things and
collection numbers approxi- make others better.
mately 200.000 volumes and
The staffs main concern is in
while this is a comparatively the area of public services. Their
small collection, the present aim is to better serve the
building will not allow for much university community and. since
more expansion.
Wright State is a state
There will also l>e more study institution, virtually anyone who
area in the new library. The walks through '.he door.
second floor will house more than
Efforts are being made to
one third of the study area as actively increase the amount of
well as serving as the main service to the members of the
reference section. There will be academic community in some
study anil lounge areas on the ways that are new to the
first, third, and fourth floors as
university. Members of the
well as a reserve book reading reference staff have been

participating in the freshman
orientation program in an effort
to inform new students as to the
facilities and materials available
to them.
The main theme that the staff is
attempting to get across is that
the library is an extension of the
classroom. Students don't need
to be tied down to the professor's
notss and the textbook in any
given class.
This theme is carried over into
the classroom presentations
which the staff also participates
in. at the request of the
instructor. The main purpose of

matei
on new material
which may be of
use to them. The program is
currently serving the depirtment of Science and Engineer
ing. the Speech jpd Theatre
Department, the English Do
partment, the History Depart
ment, the Modern Languages
Department, and the Religion
Department.
Plans to move the librarmaterials to the new building
have tentatively been set for
June during the break between
spring and summer quarter since
the facilities will have to be
completely closed to student use
during the move.

Rathskellar to feature entertainment
every week durinp winter quarter
by william licklider
staff reporter
The Rsthskellar has several
changes on tap for the winter
quarter, including the substitution of Srhoenling for Burger in
the beer lineup.
Also, the dime a beer sales on
Wed.-.i-sday have been termi
nated in favor of oflering beer a.
• dollar a pitcher on Wednesday
and Friday trom two to four due
to complications encountered
with the dime beer.
The Ratnskellar will also be
closed Sundays due to a lack of
demand for Sunday hours.
According to Don Adkins.
around once a month Steve Kirk
or Hob Schriver will host a
program including some beer
from Bonbright Distributors as a
promotional deal.
Live entertainment will be
featured in the Rathskellar.
according to Adkins who says.
"The way it iooks now, we'll have

Anniversary events recall purposes
having speakers coming in to
Center, a fourfold purpose
emerged:
give talks. - fo' an entire
1. To promote an understanding quarter, study sessions were
'if the culture and heritage of held in various subjects relating
Black America.
to Black studies such as sickle
2. To make easily accessible, by cell anemia and the philosophy of'
housing in one central location, a
W E B DuBois, a noted
variety of resource materials
sociologist who was one of the
wh.fh could be useful in Black
founders of NAACP and as the
Studies.
first editor of Crisis magazine. -3. To encourage research w hich a SCMIO scholarship was awarded
would increase knowledge about
to Timothy Dozier. - sponsored a
Black people or aid in the sculptor, Mel Edwards, for an
resolution of problems which exhibit and workshop,
have resulted from racial continued offering tours of the
discrimination, prejudice, and Center for freshman orientation.
slavery.
exhibited art during the
4. To work for the advancement
summer. -- acquired many
of the Black creative arts.
filmstrips and other materials
Once op?ned, the Bolinga which were loaned to the
Center began full operation education dept in order lo
immediately. In 1971 the Center educate prospective teachers on
attracted prominent local and the Black experience.
national Black artists such as
Looking ahead to 1973. the
Charles White. David Driscoll Center will initiate its third year
and James Ngugi
of activities with its second
Noted Ultck poets such as anniverary celebration on Jan
Samuel Allen also appeared. uary 13 and 15. Black History
Other noted speakers included Week. February 11 17, will be
l-eon Dumus, the father of the marked by a series of films,
Negroitude Movement. His except for Thursday February
Excellency E M Debrah. 15. On that day Sam Greenlee,
Ambassador from Ghana to the the author of the book The Spook
US. and Dr Chike Onwuachi. Who Sat By The l>oor, will 3peak
Chairman of the African Studies in Oelman Hall at 2:00. A film is
and Research Dept at Howard being based on the book and
University.
should he nearly finished when
The Center also presented he comes to WSU.
several art and African artifact
In addition, throughout the
exhibits.
winter quarter weekly discus
The following year. 1972, the sions will be held concerning
Center:
continued the art Black Men and BlacV Women.
r t h i b i u of Charles White and
In the future. Bolinga Center
others.
continued the rap hopes to achieve g r e a t e r
begun in 1971 including attendence and increased par

these classroom presentations is
to make the students aware of
the material avail ible to them in
a certain area of interest and how
they would go abou> finding what
they want in the W.S'J library,
Hopefully the new building will
help the staff better set«e the
students and faculty better in
this respect as well as in the
Current Awareness Program
which is currently underway
with some of the departments.
The program is run as a service
to the faculty and consists of the
staff contacting the members of
the departments to update them

ticipition in its activities. Copies
on Bolinga's schedule of activities
are available at both the
University Center and Bolinga
Center.

DAYS
since

promised

n.unment every week
Is anyone is interested in
performing in the Rathskellar,
they should contact me."
The Rathskellar also plans a
home basketball special after
each home basketball game.
Those who show their ticket stub
at the door will have the chance
to buy 75 cent pitcher of Pabst
wi:h the purchase of a large
deluxe pizza.

In addition, some type of live
entertainment is planned, hope
fully free, depending on the
expense of the group.
Special rates for the use of the
Rathskellar are available for
groups, particularly on Sundays.
Interested associations should
get in touch with Adkins.
Any suggestions are welcomed
by the Rathskellar and should be
directed to Adkins.

Cops enforce parking laws;
night tudent to pay less
All vehicles on campus must be park either in the "C" area, or at
registered with the proper decal a meter.
affixed or parked in a valid
The night "B" decal is
parking meter area effective distinguished by stamping an
Monday, January 15, according "N" above the "W" on the
to Don Buckwalter. Acting regular "B" deial.
Director of Safely.
Only those people violating the
restrictions on parking meters,
handicapped parking, and other
restricted areas have been cited
K'ont from page II
during the past two weeks.
found in any of the cases now tie
Enforcement of all motor vehicle,
mg reviewed, that someone was
traffic, and parking regulations
fired because of a personality
begins Monday.
conflict, he will not hesitate to
H S l ' police, according to
tell the department chairman to
Buckwalter. have been in
rehire that person. "This busi
structed to be very stringent on
ness of once a decision is made
violations, particularly of park
we've got to stick by it. I don't go
ing zones. Improperly parked
bv."
vehicles, such as a "C" decal in a
The decision and its conse
"B" zone, will 1M- ticketed.
The Department of Safety has iiuences in terms of Olds re
reiving her job bark may be apalso instigated a program for
pealed to the chairman of the Af
night "B" decals. which sell lor firmative Action Council. In that
less money than a regular "B" case a three member committee
decal.
is appointed to further review
A regular full time "B" decal
the case.
costs $12.00 per quarter. $6.00
Olds said Tuesday. "I am pro
will purchase a part time night
testing ihe non reappointment
decal.
because 1 was hired February
however, the night "B' deoal is 19ti4, before the University even
only good after 4:00 pm. Anyone opened." She is currently on
with this decal parking on one year's leave of absence from
campus prior to that time must
he department.

Discrimination
charged

Flight to Africa planned
Plans have been disclosed fi
the annua! flight to Africa, as
was started last year, by a
spokesman for "Africa and Afri
can American Research Center
Incorporated."
The organization is non profit,
non sectarian, and inter racial,
serving the needs of the Africans
in America, the African Ameri
cans and people of African back
ground as well as other races in
terested in the history and cul
tural heritage of Africa.
AA ARC is a civic organization
assisting in a better under
standing of the peoples of Africa
and their transitional history to
the United States. Purpose of the
organization is to promote any

informational, cultural, and social
program? relating to Africa, its
history and people ali over the
world.
The tour will cover mostly the
countries of West Africa. Anyone
can stop to visit a specific coun
try. The plane will pick thsm up
on the return flight.
The list for possible schedules of
the trip are: June 30 to July 27;
July 7 to July 27; July 28 lo August 17; August 4 lo August 24;
and August 4 to August 31.
Interested persons must sign up
for one preferred date and the
date that most persons sign up
for will be the date chosen.
Cost of the whole trip is $430
roundtrip.

For further information, contact
James Adigan at 263-2505 c/0
Internationa! Student Advisor.
Wright State University, Day
ton. Ohio, 45431 or President I 0
Adegbile, African tnd AfricanAmerican Research Center. P 0
Box 383, Planetarium Station.
New York. N Y 10024.

Dropping fetters
Letters to the editor may be
dropped off at the Guardian of
fiee or deposited in the box out
side Allyn Hall cafeteria and near
the Information office. letters
should not exceed two typed
pages and arc subject to editing
for reasons of space and law.

WSU submits med school report
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torn snvder
associate editor
After laying dormant for about
two years, the proposal for a
medical school to be located at
Wright State has finally been
submitted in full to the Ohio
state legislature.
Members of the committer
which drew up the proposal claim
the report not only represents a
boon to Wright State and the
surrounding area, but also a new
step toward providing adequate
medical care in Ohio as well.
Why do they make such a claim"'
In the first place, the proposal
marks a diflerent path than the
one usually followed by the trad
itional concept of the so-called
medical center.
In the medical center concept,
emphasis is usually placed on ed
ucating students as medical
specialists.
Instead of this, Wright State's
plan calls for production of pri
mary care physicians, otherwise
known as general practitioners.
The second important feature of
the proposal is that the clinical
portion of the program will occur
in various cooperating hospital',
in the area. This approach witi
allow rapid implementation of
the program and minimize capi
tal costs.
Thus, the total projected fund
ing from the State of Ohio for the
first six years of planning and
operation is estimated at
$12,750.1)00. compared to the
over $100 million medical center
being built at Toledo.
Si* major hospitals providing
initial department locations; four
hospitals providing clerk and
residency training programs;
four advanced and specialized
research institutions; and sever
al metropolitan community agen
cies took part in the original plan
ning and already are committed
to participation in the program.
Both Central State amd Miami
universities will cooperate in the
operation of the program while
WSU will have ultimate respon
sioility for the administration
and funding of the medical pro
gram.
Three committees will provide
liason with the three major sec
tors involved in the program.
A joint coordinating committee
of representatives from each of
lhe hospitals and clinical organizations will provide liason be
tween the clinical sites and guidance for the clinical segment of
the educational program.
A join! universities medical ad
usory committee will assist in
the planning, development and
review of the med school program.

This committee will also "work
to meet the special needs of vari
ous groups of students including
minority groups, women, rural
and small town students" and as
sist in the development and
modification of existing premed
programs.
Finally, a committee advinorv
board for development will pro
vide liason with the entire com-

munity.

The actual medical education
program would be four years
long, with three years of premed
education al each of the three
universities.
The first two years of actual
medical education would cover
the biomedical sciences and be
based at WSU. The last two
vears of the medical education

program would give actual clinical experience and be housed in
the cooperating clinical organi
zations.
Students would rotate through
various specialty areas, ore each
quarter.
Faculty will be drawn from the
three universities and from local
practitioners interested in participating in the program.
In addition, the med school will
have a full time staff of clinical
department chairmen and vari
ous other necessary personnel.
The med school will encourage
development of an extensive
communications system between
the cooperating institutions.
Knrollment of the first class
would be done within 18 lo 2-1
months *>f the legislature's ap

proval and funding. By 1979 fo
1981, full scale implementation of
ihe program could be achieved,
with four classes of 102 students
each.
States the report: "The pro
gram presents a unique oppt.*r
tunity to meet the region's health
care needs at minimum cost by
utilizing the resources of the region for medical education."
I)r Robert Conley, Dean of the
College of Science and Engineer
ing, and I)r Kichard DeWall of
Kettering Memorial hospital and
Cox Heart institute served as ce
directors of the committee which
drew up the final proposal.
They were also involved in the
original proposal submitted lo
the Ohio Board of Regents in
1970.
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Wood calls law school counseling service sucess
by garv brock
staff reporter

Wright Stale's law school counselling service has been success
ful in placing its students in good
law schools and in creating inter
est in the new program, accord
ing to its director. Robert Wood.
"We are trying to get as many
students as possible enrolled in
Isw schools." said Wood, "and
supply as much information (\s
we can on such things as acade
mic standards, financial aid. and
enrollment problems at many
law schools."
The counselling service, which
was conceived last May and
formally began in September,
has conducted interviews with
around one hundred interested
students. Wood says that there

are between thirty and thirtyfive seniors who are seriously in
volved in the program.
Jim Walker, of the Political Sci
ence department, is pleased with
the success of the program s - far.
He feels that WSU has been
quite lucky in getting as large a
number of students as they have
in good law schools such as
Harvard and Yale. "I think the
mojt important thing is to get to
the student early and to develop
in him or her good study habits.
Also the program should genet
ale as much enthusiasm as poss
ible ir. the student."
The chances of getting into a
law school are not that good, ac
cording to Wood, in spite of the
fact that at least seven new law
schools are opening in the U S.
"The competition is getting to
be as stiff as it is in education and

engineering
the average,
around
of a hundred
student' are accepted, therefore
the student interested in applying to a law school must keep in
mind that he/she should have
high academic qualifications."
The basis for admission to most
law schools is mainly the 1-a-ASchool Admission Test. Other
factors involved are grade point
averages, extra-curricular activ-

ities. and letters of recommendation.
The number of women and
blacks attending law schools has
increased rapidly during the last
several years. Around 15 blacks
and 25 women have sought the
aid of the law school counselling
service.
"In fact." said Wood, In manycases women are getting prefer
eulial treatment in selections for
admission."

Insurance deadline

January 12th is the lasl day lor
students to get Insurance Premiums for the Winter Quarter.
Students may also pick up their
Insurance cards at 26ti Allyn
Hall, the Student insurance Of
fice. This card is good for Winter
and Spring Quarters as long as
students apply for one or the
other quarters.
The Student Insurance office
stated that 1.899 students ap
plied for insurance the fall quarter and they expect almost the

same number of students [or
winter quarter.
Hundreds of students haven;
picked up their Insurance cards
yet and the office urges them to
do so.

you're
number one
with us!

MODELS WANTED

photography Models *r>d
Body Painting Models.
Exceptional Model Scale Pay.
Call FINGER Fl'Nforappointi n g 278-0113 or STOP IN
1312 N MAIN ST

ucb cinema

One might s**y. " y o u ' r e our only customer." and it's
'.rue

We re heie only because ot you t o have on hand

the hooks. statione>y supplies, greeting cards, gifts and
other items you need

Barbara Streisand
George Sega! in

when you need them and at

reasonable prices So try us first Chances are we've got
it, because we concentrate on you You're number one
w i t h us'

UNIVERSITY OWNED AND OPERATED

My Favorite Things
Centervile
Needlepoint, Gifts

433-2655
come in and browse

\Vri£li( S t a l e

University Bookstore

•.-"'•r/ca's

Sunday, Jan 14
Oelman Auditorium
6:30 and 8:45

color
[panavision

rated f H

Lower Level, University Center

Guardian

Harry's Corner

inion

Weapon of primitive society
Two years, two long
Thar*d«r January 11, 1973

The O h i o L e g i s l a t u r e h a s b e e n p r e s e n t e d
w i t h an e x c e l l e n t o p p o r t u n i t y t o combat a
d i s t u r b i n g problem while expending only a
small amount o f money.
The p r o b l e m i s t h e l a c k o f d o c t o r s t o
s e r v e an e v e r i n c r e a s i n g number o f p e o p l e .
Now t h a t WS1J, CSU a n d Miami h a v e come
t o an a g r e e m e n t on t h e p r o p o s e d m e d i c a l
s c h o o l , t h e l e g i s l a t u r e s h o u l d q u i c k l y do
1ikewise.
The s c h o o l c o u l d b e c o m e o p e r a t i o n a l i n
18 t o 24 m o n t h s a f t e r l e g i s l a t i v e a p p r o v a l .
We e x h o r t t h e l e g i s l a t u r e t o a c t t o d a y .
Two
y e a r s i s long enough t o w a i t .
Any more t h a n
that is irresponsible.

In November. California voters punishment docs NOT deter
Eleven states have had no death
approved it. In December. The crime, it only kills people. The
penalty for some time. Their
Florida State Legislature rein
death penalty puts the state or
incidence of murder, rape, theft
stated it. All his life. Richard nat'-.n in the role of executioner,
and kidnappings is no higher
taking revenge an<1 tl)*t is not. in than comparable areas where the
Nixon has espoused it.
The ones who have forcefully my opinion, its proper role.
death penalty has always been in
Criminals are harmful to society effect.
opposed it and thereby created
the current debate, have bet-n when they perform crimes. How
The fear of death penalty is not
five justices of the Supreme ever, if they can be turned from a real deterrent to crime. The
Court when they ruled that capi crime, rehabilitated, they are no real deterrent, if there is one, is
longer harmful to society but the fear of getting caught.
tal punishment is "cruel and un
usual punishment" in the United helpful.
The death penalty is the wea
It is the state's role to por of a primitive society. We
States today.
The Court's objections stemmed rehabilitate such persons. Prison have taken the first step away
from the fact that the death facilities today could be des- from our own primitive instincts.
penalty had not been applied for cribed as less than adequate, but
It would be a tragic mistake to
five years and in the cases where that is a possible subject for reverse that step.
it had been applied, no set another column.
pattern existed, but only a
random and arbitrary selection.
Immediately upon their decision, various groups decided that
uiHH
by making capital punishment
mandai."v ir, certain cases, the
HOT?
P-FFceo To
<!>•:. • penalty could once again
ZtDvCB OCfS.
.i Supreme Court test.
yjp
President Nixon thinks the
F&UVTlClO
death penalty should be used to ——- ,
deter crimes such as kidnapping, "^y"
aerial hijackings, and assasinations of public officials, like pre
"B&TAOSE u ) £
sidents.
SftWT / w i u c M S
Members of the Ohio legislature
To F U & U C i i t r o 0 £
arc considering enacting a law
s e r o u s coKicE&J
which would make the death
sentence mandatory for certain
fc£ THE TWVI«W*SAJT.
crimes.

Humanitarian considerations
Lord knows t h e GUARDIAN h a s n e v e r
b e e n a law ' n ' o r d e r n e w s p a p e r , b u t
r e c e n t l y w e ' v e n o t i c e d s o m e t h i n g on
campus t h a t s h o u l d b e c r a c k e d down on
by t h e s e c u r i t y d e p a r t m e n t .
Q u i t e a few c a r s w i t h C o r B
s t i c k e r s h a v e b e e n p a r k i n g i n t h e !i
lot, the parking area r<served for
handicapped s t u d e n t s .
T h i s i s an
outrage.
Handicapped s t u d e n t s have
e n o u g h t r o u b l e g e t t i n g i n and o u t o f
a c a r , let alone having to s t r u g g l e
an a d d i t i o n a l h u n d r e d y a r d s o r s o b e c a u s e some l a z y s t u d e n t d i d n ' t wa n t
t o put h i s p e r f e c t l y good f e e t t o
a l i t t l e extra use.
What w e ' r e p r o p o s i n g i s t h a t
t h e f i n e fox- p a r k i n g i n t h e H l o t
be i n c r e a s e d t o a b o u t S25, i n s t e a d
of t h e f i v e d o l l a r s i t i s n o w f i t ' s
t h e same amount a s a p e r s o n h o l d i n g
a 0 s t i c k e r p a r k i n g in a B l o t . )
We h o p e t h i s s t e e p f i n e w o u l d
a c t a s somewhat o f a d e t e r e n t t o t h o s e
p e o p l e , who would now -.sot p a r k t h e r e ,
out of f i n a n c i a l c o n s i d e r a t i o n s , i f
not h u m a n i t a r i a n o n e s .

Replace Saga with pinball machines
The GUARDIAN h a s come u p w i t h a
g r e a t i d e a on how t o i n c r e a s e t h e
money g o i n g t o p a y o f f t h e c e n t e r
d e b t and a t t h e same t i m e make e v e r y one h a p p i e r .
The p i n b a l l m a c h i n e s i n
t h e C e n t e r seem t o b e r e t u r n i n g a s much
to the Center as Saga's c a f e t e r i a
operation is without a l l the attendant
heartburn.
T h e r e f o r e we p r o p o s e t o
turn the Center c a f e t e r i a into a gian
game r o o m , p r o m i n e n t l y f e a t u r i n g
p i n - b a l l machines.
Some o f t h e s e c o u l d
b e a s s i g n e d t o t h e Saga p e o p l e so
t h a t t h e y c o u l d go on p l a y i n g g a m e s ,
j u s t a s t h e y a r e now, b u t w i t h l i t t l e
round b a l l s i n s t e a d of p e o p l e .

TH ROCK MORTIMER
DO YOU REALIZE Wc
COULO MAKE A
MINT SELLING YOUR
ELEPHANT COMPELLANT/ARE MY
TO LONELY
, —
.v.:r.r;,
PACHYDERMS?/NEXT TO CHOCOLATE
^
_y\
COVERED BUGS/

JUST ONE LITTLE POOF
IN THE RIGHT PLACES
WOULD BE AIL
OVER 'EM.

A l l this, on top of innumerable

studies showing that

capital

VE FEATURES SERVICE*

Campus Colloquy

How football has changed
by paul w bry ant

(The legendary "Bear" Bryant
is the President of the American
Football Coaches Association and
is the the football coach at the
University oi Alabama.)
It was over forty years ago that
I got my first introduction to
football and since that time I've
seen a great change in many
ways, while at the same time
many of the basic principles that
won then still win.
It is still a game where the t»*im
that blocks and tackles the best
wins, where the team that makes
I he fewest mistakes comes out on
top. and the team with the best
athletes wil! win more often than
others.
Kquipment has changed prob
ably most of all. Today we have
the finest uniforms and pro
tective pads that research and
m:>dern machinery can produce.
When 1 first started playing at
Fordyre high school in Arkansas.
I didn't have a pair of football
shoes. I played in my only pair of
"church" shoes, and nearly got
the whipping of my life from my
Dad for using them, too.
Stadiums have changed dras
tically. al~o. Today most of the

major football institutions have
stadiums seating 50.000 and up.
Many have artificial surfaces.
I can remember playing on
rocks and gravel, with just some
wooden bleachers on the
sidelines to seat at the most a
couple of hundred fans.
I remember one of the greatest
thrills I ever had was going to
the Rose Bowl to play Stanford
after the 1934 season at
Alabama. We went by train and I
think the trip look four days tnd
three nights. We stopped along
the way in order to practice.
Last season we opened up
against Southern Californa in
Los Angeles. It took us less than
four hours to fly there. In many
ways 1 fc.-l sorry for our players
because they don't know what it
was like to travel by train with a
lot of sportswriters along to help
pass the time by swapping
stories.
The game jtt*eif also has seen a
lot of change. When I played, you
took the best 11 on the squad and
they played both ways. You
didn't corr.e out of a game unless
you were injured to the point
that you couldn't continue to
plav. And once vou came out. you
didn't go back in. Now we have
so much specialization that a
LET MC ASSURE YOU
THAT THERE 15
NOTHING LIKE HAVING
A LADY ELEPHANT
ALL OVER YOU

coach almost needs a computer
on the sidelines to keep his
substitutions going according to
the game plan.
And while it is true there are a
number of different offensive
formations and a lot of various
d' -nses used in football, you
still have to block and tackle to
w in. Many of the so-called "new"
things in football today are just
different wrinkles on formations
used for years and years.
The student athlete today is a
lot different from those back
30 40 years ago.
He is a smarter person, more
in tune with everything going on
in the world, and football is just
one of the many things that
interests him ir. his pursuit of an
education.
Football is a better game today
than it ever has been, in my
opinion. It is a faster game, more
thrilling for the spectators, and
certainly better technically.
I've been fortunate all my life to
be associated with a group of
winning athletes. When I was
playing we had a lot of
outstanding athletes and as a
coach it has been my good
fortune to have coached some
gTeat young men.
A lot of the young men I've
coached \oday are leading
businessmen. lawyers, doctors,
educators, and yes, even coaches.
Football has changed a lot, and
for the better. It has given me
the opportunity to enjoy a
wonderful family, own a nice
home, make a much better living
than any other
t!ion I could
have chosen, a
•> gjven me
the chance lo n
some truly
great people.
If I had it to do all over again, I
couldn't think of a thing I'd
change. . . well, maybe a few
scores, but I'll never be able to
give to football ail the things it
has given to me.

Voices from ihc wilderness:
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Salary deduction to park
penalizes bus riding faculty
To the Bditor:
I very much resent Professor
Frueh's letter in the Guardian of
Jan 8. You see. 1 happen to be a
faculty member who does not
own a car, relying exclusively on
the bus to get here. I see no
reason for having $40.00
deducted from my salary to pro
vide my colleagues with parking
spaces. Indeed, a far more
rational scheme would be to have
this sum deducted in order to
subsidize an expanded bus
service or even to contribute the
money to the Regional Transit
Authority to finance a direct bus
route from downtown Dayton io
the campus, thus eliminating the
necessity of a shuttle.
With improved bus service, all
faculty from Dayton and

Oakwood. together with many
from Kettering, Huber Heights,
and Madison and Harrison
Townships would find it more
convenient to use public transit,
thus alleviating both the parking
problem and air pollution. Only
those faculty from suburbs to the
East (such as Fairborn. Enon,
and Yellow Springs), or to the far
South (such as Centerviile. or
Miamisburg) would have to
drive.
Perhaps these could have the
$40.00 fee deducted from their
salaries for parking. But as the
RTA grow?, and adequate
service is extended to their
areas, the fee would be diverted
to benefit public, rather than
private, transportation.
Martin Arbagi,
Assistant Professor
ot History

English Skills' open to oil
aims to help composition
To the Editor:
I would like to let students
know that my course, entitled
"English Skills" is free and is
open to al! students (both male
and female). It is a non credit
coarse designed to help students
with whatever writing problems
'.hey have, including spelling,
punctuation, and grammar, and
also the organization and
development of themes, term
papers, and other such writing
assignments, including letters to
the editor.
I want to emphasize that
despite the way the course is
described in the Winter Quarter

Scheduie as being for "freshmen
who exhibit pronounced lan
guage deficiencies" it •• not
necessary to be a poor writer to
benefit from my class. In fact I
Have naturally had the most
success with students who are
average or above average
writers.
My classes meet from 1:10 to 2
and from 2:10 to 3 on Mondays.
Wednesdays, and Fridays in 218
Millett. I am also available for
individualized tutoring at other
times. I can be reached through
the University division, ext 686.
Nancy Terrebonne

War continues due to people's apathy
To the Editor:
Although the president of this
country is to be faulted for the
prolongation of the war, a deeper
responsibility lies with the
oeople. It is the people
who through their apathy and
non commitance allow this war to
drag on. This is especially true of

the American student left which
has fallen from active moral-political force to an acquiescent and
disjointed groups of individuals.
As a French student and an "old
world" observer it is sad to see
the "American vision" of popular
activism fade amidst the cries of
the Vietnamese people.
Richard lx>ui«

NOW CUT THAT OUTI*

".. .AND ON EARTH, PEACE, GOODWILL TOWARD MEN-JUST AS SOON AS WE WORK
OUT A FEW MINOU DETAILS!"

If Agnew runs

Democrats should unite

To the Editor:

In a recent Dayton Daily News,
an interesting question ap
peared: "Nixon Wants New
ideas. But Would He Use
Them?"
I'd say he would because he
already has. When he thinks they
are right, he will use them.
Whatever shortcomings Richard
Nixon may have, being short of
new and startling ideas is not
one. Timing is another of his
talents.
I'll never forget, at the time of
the Democratic primary in Florida, Dick's announcing that he
would "soon make a statement"
concerning his position on the
busing issue.
"Well." I thought. "How's that
for excellent timing?" That's one
for the book: Via bus, Nixon has
won the Florida Democratic
presidential primary race with
out even being listed on the
racing form."
Those contesting for top place
on the Dem ticket (in November
race for the office of Presi
dent) they panicked, and ran
against one another.
A hell of a state they were in;
(busing was the primary issue in
the Florida primary race!)Busing
may not be the best way to
integrate children; but it did
greatly help Nixon 'disintegrate'
(make chaotic) the whole
Democratic party. (From this
time on. tnings got worse and
worse.
Confidentially. I think this was
(clever) Richards idea, the
morning after this (like-)
sporting event race was run.
n e w s p a p e r s - f r o m little New
Hampshire to the sunny state of
California-ran headline. "Wallace wins big in Florida; (HH)
Humphrey 2nd."
But alas! (I found this very
upsetting.) the Party's "favorite"
since the '68 presidential race- he
didn't 'Win, Place, or Show.'

Their vulnerability was Nixon's to a.*-ure good government; each
opportunity to do something to check-up on the other. And if
new; and how vary adeptly he Agnew runs in 1976 -run against
used it.
Agnew. you Democrats. r,ot
For the common good, I against one another, (like dumb
sincerely hope (wish or pray) the asses)
Democratic party, before 1976,
will have gained from this year's
S Beatv Tanner
experience.
For the common good
We need the two party system.
IFCG)

Separate cans from paper
To the Editor:
Nothing like starting the New
Year with a tussle with a half ton
of newprint, several hundred
WSU vs. Miami University
basketball programs, a few
Christmas bows, and what not,
all of which were slightly frozen
from their exposure to the
weal her and on top of the tarp
that had to be extracted to cover
the materials on their journey to

Support
wrestling

To the Editor and Administrators:
After my recent talk with Mr
Mohr (Athletic Director), I found
out that he was all for a wrestling
team, but being only ne man, he
needs administrative godhead.
Please give it to him and don't
blow the chance to bring at least
some of Wright State alive.
Wrestling is a fantastic sport
for a number of reasons. In
wrestling there is a place for the
smallest boy, if he has the desire
and strength, whereas he might
have trouble excelling in other
sports.
Finally, wrestling is the ore
sport in which a blind person can
compete without special con
sideration.
Jon Prasmaatos

the recycling plant.
Someone's taste in wine ain't
too bad - only a few fifths of
Ripple; however, glass is not of
fibrous content acceptable to ye
olde paper mill. While not
prejudiced against TV dinner
trays or dog food cans, metal
containers likewise do not fit the
"specs" of a paper grinder.
All of w hich is to remind Wright
State's paper savers to please
take your glass and metal
containers elsewhere and to
please box. tie. or bag your
papers, as the tarp will only be
placed on the trailer when it is in
transport to the paper mil!.
We would also ask that
newsprint be tied separately
from other types of paper separate from old classnotes.
Monarch notes, etc
and be
placed in the trailer parked
behind Central Receiving.
Just a little note
before you
toss your favorite reading
materials (e g, The Adventures
of (he Amazing Dr Mo), recycle
them to a friend or call around to
see if a community center could
make use of your old paperbacks.
For further information, contact
either Connie Heiland in
Environmental Studies at cjrts
683 or 836 or Susan Smith in the
Purchasing Department at ext
207.
toonie H e i W
S u « n Smitk
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AuraI delights
Deep Purple-WHO DO WE
THINK WE A HE: Hot damn.
Shazaam! A super-high energy
album by a group known for such
carryings-on. Every cut is hard
and heavy and boogies! Put it on
the turntable and get ready to
dance tor something a little more
exotic, if you prefer).
David HamiU FOOLS MATE:
Unless this album should happen
to receive good FM airplay, I
doubt that this album will sell
very well. David Hamiil is not
exactly a household word
(neither is his former group. Ven
de Graafl. and none of this music
is commercial enough for AM
airplay (unless they have a sud
den attack of good taste). The
music is not heavy nor is it folk or
country.
It is a collection of very good
songs performed with ability and
intelligence. A variety of instru
ments are used, but there are
two constants, voice and piano.
Mew Allison-MOSE IN YOUR
EAR: Jazz vocalists are generally a strange lot, stylistically.

and Allison is no exception. If
you have never heard him be
fore, you might not care for his
slightly exaggerated "be bopstyle of singing. However, he
plays a mean piano, is backed by
two first rate accompanists, and
you might very well like his
singing, especially if you are into
Jazz. Those who already know
and like Allison should find this
an excellent album.

Focus- MOVING WAVES: I
hesitate to say that this is a
Dutch group because being from
someplace either than this coun
try or Britain is usually the kiss
of death for rock groups. I hope
this group makes it. though, be
cause they are definitely talented. The style is influenced by
both classical music and Jazz and
the group has the chops to pull
off such a mixture.
The group can go from heavy to
very gentle, and do both well.
The twenty-two minute cut on
A WWSU DJ puts on an album (or *11 the avid listeners out in WSlTi wonderland.
side two is particularly impresPhoto by Hzzel Palileo
sive. There is plenty of variety
within the cut. so the length is no
problem.
White Elephant - WHITE
ELEPHANT: The predominant
style of music on this double LP
is Jazzy/funky, but there is still a
variety of music, most cuts having horns. There are a few cut I
myself don't care for. buv on balby cathy wilder
cipite
in
PERS.
Most
students
Newlir, said that "if someone
by cathy wilder
ance. this is quite a good album.
stall reporter
sign this waver.
staff reporter
has a particular problem. . we
The
level of playing is consis
Members of PERS pay 8.2 per
will understand that" (and accept
Student employees who call the their iards.1
cent of'heir income into the fund tently high. Generally, a well
done
album.
Financial Aid office before !he
He said, however, that the
Acting-president Fred White and their employer pays an
deadline for time cards, with a student must call before the established new !irr..ts on student amount equivalent to 10 percent
Flash Cadi'.lac & the Continengood excuse, may. sometimes be deadline. Deadlines are 5 pm the employee hours, both yearly and of the employees' salaries.
tal Kids - (SELF-TITLED):
allowed to bring their time cards 15th of the month and the last
If s'udents w ho are not now in These guys can definitely give
weekly. December 22.
in late according to Harold New
Sha-Na Na a run for its money in
day of the month
S'ERS
work
over
800
hours
in
Effective July 1. the weekly
lin, Asst Director of the Financial
limit on student hours will be in one year, they will automatically the grease department any-day,
Newlin said that with between
Aid Office.
and
in addition, they can really
creased iroin 15 to 20 hours a become members. Once a stuIf one calls after the deadline, 500 and 600 student time cards
play. If you can get into Newweek. This will include those dent joins PERS. he may not quit
with a good excuse, chances are being turned in each pay period,
until employment is terminated. fifties Rock, '.hen this is definitethe office would be held up students on work study, depen
greatly diminished that the card substantially if all the students
Both l he student and the ly your cup of meat. There are
dent upon federal funds.
will be accepted. But the turned in cards late.
A 799 hour per year limit was employer must continue to pay both actual oldies and groups
financial aid office may give the
written songs.
into the fund.
He also said that time cards are
established for students not in
student a loan for the amount of not the student's responsibility,
River Citv-ANNA DIVIN'A:
When employment is termina
eluded in the Public Employees
the check, even if they won't ac- but are the employers responsi
led. ihe employee may either This group has improved noticRetirement System (PERSl.
cept the time card.
ably
since their first album. The
bility.
ieave
Ihe
money
in
the
fund
to
PERS and the Public Teachers
Many students have tried to
Chicago/Lighthouse influence is
Time cards are kept in the
Retirement Systems (PTRS) are draw on in old age or may with
turn their time cards in late, and Financial Aid office for two to
much
less apparent, being proretirement systems for Ohio draw ihe money he contributed.
in some cases the time cards are three days being checked. They
minent on only two cuts, and
The 799 hour limit is an attempt
state employees. Ohio slate em
still in the office in plain view. go to payroll then, are checked pioyees do not pay into Social by the University to assure itself even those are good cuts. ActuThese students, however, are not against data cards there and then Security, as PERS and PTRS are that it will not have to pay into ally. for a horn band, this group
permitted to turn theirs in.
are sent off campus to be printed. their sources of old age benefits. PERS for those students who are doesn't really use horns very
much here. There are acoustic,
PERS is compulsory for state not already members. Those stu
dents who are in PERS. and who mellow, uptempo, and heavy
employees unless they are work
ing less than 20 hours a week, or did not sign the wavier are not things- lots of goodies to please
a'.'e students working less than covered by the 799 hour limit, your ears.
Lloyd Price-TO THE ROOTS
800 hours a year, according to a according to the Financial Aid
AND HACK: I don't know what
1959 law. Student employees at Office.
When ihe 799 hour limit is else the years since Price's oriWright State are given a form to
sign if they do not wish to parti
reached, ihe employer or the ginal popularity have brought
1943 N M A I N S T R E E T
Financial Aid Office m.-.y appeal him. but I can tell that his voice
on the student's behalf to the has improved. There are some
• D A Y T O N , OHIO
vicepresident for ihe employees oldies redone and some new
Independent VolWiwagen
things also. The style of the
departure.
Port* o n d Repair
"It is understood, however, that music is closer to rhythym &
' 274-0537
blues
thar, to what is considered
only under extraordinary cir
cumstances will permission be to "Soul" nowadays. Most of
the songn are uptempo. Good,
given to continue a student om
ployee beyond the 799 hour limit, solid, funky music by a veteran
I 'M tjO'MG TO T » • » • > „ „
I
singer.
and in each exception, a deter
T O TMt.
C O < * P O * f l T , o « FOC. SOMI
|
Bang MOTHER/BOW TO THE
mination will be made on the
KING: This group could just as
question
of
the
Public
Employees
*
4 1 « W D a y t o n Or a t 2 n d
well call itself Uriah Zeppelin or
Retirement
System,"
according
878-5422
Led Sabbath. Just another imi
to a memorandum issued by the
lative "heavy" group. This group
President's Office December 22.
isn't nearly as good as the Zep.
but if you really dig the inferior
ones like Heep or Sabbath, you
e7fl-S560
might like this album. There is
i
one • • on the album that
|
THE
*- is some talent lurk
'.here somewhere.
I COKftiRflTiON
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Changes

„
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in employment

, m

policy

in effect

80G hour work limit set

Some time cords may be late

Hank Cocktail Lounge

OWN A V.W.?

jFairborn Service

FURNITURE MART

— FACTORYOUTLET
9 Rooms to Choose

I OOROTNy UN. 4c*0SS F-aOfl SltE-: KurfttiNG

I

Quality Furniture and
M a j o r A p p l i a n c e s & TV's

I"HE SECOND SHEl-F
2020 t: 3rd Street
Thrift store sponsored by
Resident Home assnforthe
mentally retarded.
Baby crib,fcubyitems cheap

Doctor's Bag;

Parasites may cause itchy anus

. . . . .
— J
by «rnoldi .werner,
md

i.

Q: Ever since our marriage,
over two years ago. my husband
has complained of an irritation
around the anus. He itches constantly. I believe he has worms,
but when he went to the doctor
to see if he had worms, the doc
tor laughed h'm out of the office.
I keep trying to get hiir, to go to
another doctor but he is too cm
barrssaed from the first experi
ence. He only has lime to take
two showers a week but he wipes
well after each bowel movement.
Do you have any idea what the
problem ran be? He is getting
desperate because he scratches
him-jelf raw.
A: An itchy anus can be caused
by many things. There are cer
tair. parasites, pinworms, for in
stance, that cause very severe
itching and if you have pets or if
your husband has contact with
other animals, it is certainly a
worthwhile thing to consider.
Rather than have laughed him
out ,)f his office, the doctor
should have obtained a stool
specimen for parasites and their
products and checked the anal
area for the presence of the eggs
of parasites that cause itching.
Children not infrequently pick
up pinworms from pets and
pediatricians are very skillful at
making such a diagnosis. But.
pinworms are easily transmis
sible, and I'd expect that you
would have a sore bottom, too.
However, there a r e other
causes of bad anal itching. Some
times it is a case of simple
anxiety but at other times il maybe the result of a residue of soap
left in that area, especially if he
takes hasty showers and doesn't
rinse off completely.
If he is wiping himself especially
vigorously after each bowel
movement he could be causing
irritation which is also resulting
in itching. Two showers a week is
just about enough to keep clean
in cool weather, so it would be
hard to invoke the usual matter
of personal hygiene unless he
sweats quite profusely or there
are some other unusual circumstances.
!n any case, most situations of
rectal itching can be defined and
treated rather easily by most
physicians who are willing to
look rather than laugh.
Q; When 1 first attempted to
use tampons 1 had difficulty in
removing them because of a
quarter of an inch wide piece of
skin that grew across the
diameter of the vagina! opening.
There is an own semicircle on

McVAY'S
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each side of this, but because the
openings are small, it makes it
difficult to insert or remove a
tampon. I was wondering if this
could cause problems when
having intercourse. WUat is the
extent of medical attention that
would he required to correct
this?
A: The hymen is usually a thin
membrane with a hole in the
center that partially covers the
vaginal opening. Most hymenal
openings are widened as a
woman grows older by the use of
tampons. hea»y petting and
sexual intercourse.
Some women have unusually
thick hymens that do not widen
very easily and require medical
attention of a physician quickly
when the young woman fails to
menstruate because of the
mechanical blockage.
A divided hymenal opening
such as you describe may go
unnoticed by the woman since
the band of tissue can be very
flexible and allow adequate
passage of any inserted object
without discomfort.
However, from what you
describe the situation is one that
should be remedied since in
addition o causing problems in
term«
using tampons, it most
certainly would interfere with
having sexual intercourse. Most
hymenal difficulties mentioned
are very easily remedied by a
physician in his office with the
aid of a local anesthetic, much as
you would receivc if you went to
a dentist.
The physHan would merely
snip aw. me tab of skin. The
procedure should not be painful
or especially uncomfortable,
although a mild amount of
soreness may be present
afterwards.
O: Is it possible to be allergic to
the secretions of the vagina"
Following intercourse with a
particular woman, I frequently
develop a rash on the glans of my
penis, which disappears within a
few days. Neither of us have a
venereal disease. Other en
counters have left my apparatus
quite normal.
A: Perhaps fortunately, human
beings are not allergic to each
other. Most likely your friend is
using a particular chemical

contraceptive which is producing
your skin irritation. II she is
using one of the popular brands
of contraceptive foam. Delfen or
Emko, ask her to switch to the
opposite brand and see what
happens. If the rash on your

*

penis still persists, try using a
condom.
If you still gv-t the rash with the
condom, the likelihood is that
something other than inter
course is causing it and a
physician should be consulted by

by nils young
Almost ten years have passed
since Dayton had a jazz club. It's
been about half as long since
some of the local gendarmerie
reportedly took a hand in the
burning of Ace Davis' "Jazz Lab"
on the West Side.
Hut now. by some bureaucratic
miracle ->r ~-i-.i.ike. we can again
enjoy .i
mom.
Tom and Jerry Gillotti opened a
place called Gilly's last year, and
since then have been bringing
modern improvisational music
back to Dayton.
So far they've given the local
jazz buffs a chance to dig such
notables as Bill Evans. Gene
Harris and the Three Sounds.
Jeremy Steig and Richard
Jroove Holmes.
For the past month, and until
February 4. local jazz pianist Roy
Meriwether has been presiding
at Gilly's. dishing out his usual
"Soup and Onions" fare
Starting February 6, the
George Benson Quartet will be at
Gilly's. Benson formerly played
guitar with the hard driving Jack
McDuff Quartet. Now fronting
his own group, he continues to
the hard driving sound, swinging
his heavy funk hard acid mellow.
Following George Kenton will

be the Eddie Harris Quartet.
Harris probably needs no intro
duction but mention should be
made of his use of something
which all the record jackets call
the "reed trumpet."
Harris' trumpet playing cooks
like a heavy latin funk beat, and
a sense of harmonic structure influenced by Coltrane and Rollins.
Other up-coming jaii p?rsonali
ties will include the return of
Jeremy Steig. who played flute
with the now-defunci Blues Project. Jeremy often can be found
deep in the free-form jazz world.
Tom and Jerry also promise to
bring Ahmad Jamal. Jin1 Hall
and Gene Harris back to their
small, cozy and dimly lit room out
on North Main St.
The return of Gene Harris
should be interesting. The last
time he was here, it took only 43
minules for the lucal rip off ar
lists to clean him out. But they
couldn't take his style, which has
moved into some more electronic
areas since he added John Hat
ton to his group.

Insurance
114 North Broad Street
Fairho-n, Ohio
Phone: 878-3413

ERNEST I. ENGIE, C.L.U.
767-7445

Your Independent
Insurance Agent
serves you first

COME TO THE

UNION
DEPOT
JEREMY CLAY

ONE HOUR
MARTINiZlNG

a Flow

20% OFF

45324

LIFE INSURANCE

,~onntlers of Western Phllownihy; Thales to Hume. A
twelve lecture Upe course
by I)r Leonard Peikoff wtll
tentatively be presented In
Dayton starting In February, 1973. Cost: $50. If Interested, contact: Stepban
Slek at 434-3372.

—

John Hatton. a native of Kansas
City. Mo. is one of the few jazz
bassists equally adept on both
the stand-up or acoustical bass as
well as the common electric bass
guitar.
His fresh, almost acid rock
playing has evidently opened up
now musical horizons for Gene
Harris, who himself has added an
electronic pick up to his favorite
acoustical piano. A wih wah
peddle, too.
Ever heard a heavy gospel rift"
come out on a wah wah?
When Gene returns don't miss
it!
But if you're one of those people
who sits at the bar at Suttmillers
or the King's Table, Gilly's is de
finitely not for you.
Unless, of course, your bag is
associating with those whom you
consider more depraved than
you.
The drink- will be about the
same price, though, and Tom
does mix a nice Borinquenio
Monster. And if you go there to
eat. don't. Just go to dig and nod.

G.A. CAMPBELL AGENCY, INC.

Students of
Objectivism

E HOUR

SKYWAY PLAZA
Fifrborrv Ohio
878-0K22

1155 BROWN STREET

in lust 1 Hour

313 W nUln St
Falrborn - 878-2201

you. If your friend is not using a
chemical contraceptive, she
should visit a physician to
determine if she has a vaginal
infection that is causing the
trouble.

Gilly's offers jazz buffs
opportunity
todignotables
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CLASSIFIED ADS
— Wanted —
COCKTAIL WAITRESS
fu'! or part time, will train,
all 879 4261 between 6 9
pm.
TO SUBLET: Apartment
in Bonne villa, 2-3 persons.
Call 429 0891.
NEEDED: Female student
to share apartment with 2
other female students in
Bonne Villa. Call 426 2686
°r 4290891.

OPENING NEW BUSI
NESS: need 5 people
willing to work, average
$3.10 per hour call Mr
Ronald. U-5 pm. 294 2701.
WANTED: Urgently
needed! Book entitled,
"Children in Trouble" by
Howard James, used foe
Juvenile Delinquency
classes. Anyone interested
in loaning or selling this
book is requested to call
Kay. ext 207 or Ms

Murr V

-'

: JI

'

WANTED: Attractive
person to work nights at
Dayton bar behind the bar.
Call 274 0560.
NEED RIDE from WSU to
North Main area. Monday,
Wednesday and Friday
after 2:00. Can pay for gas.
Call 257 1170. Bennett
WANTED: Roommate to
share expenses in attrae
tive two bedroom apart
ment located in Fairborn.
Call 879 2808 after 5 pm

inr firm ill

WANTED: Someone who
has received an A in Busi
nes.« 103 and at least a B in
Accounting 201: to grade
and keypunch for Mr.
Throckmorton; prefer
work study. Call extension
578 or stop by 461 E Mi!
lett.

— F o r Sjslo —

in,

Far sale-'68 VW. new
piint, muffler, and battery.
Has radio and in excellent
condition. Call Chad or

T n

'"

FOR SALE; 1961 Volkswagen with 1965 engine
(needs rod bearings). 2
new tires, sunroof, gas
heater. $100. Call 236 IH44.
Ask for Bob.
'71 HONDA CH i
chrome fenders, l i t ,
Excellent condition. $300
or best offer. Call WSU ext
676 o- 256 9050 after 5 pm.
FOR SALE V W '68 new
paint, muffler and battery,
raido, great condition. Call
Tom or Chad 298 2068.
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Fogt: Raiders Happy Family
could have received more money
from another school, but WSU
a t t r a c t e d his eye *nd the
After a victorious road trip in University should be glad it did.
which tl e Raiders compiled a 7-1
Sill nas been doing a fine job
record, the only loss being at since the start of the season.
'home' to the fine Miami team, After playing the first game
Coach Ross' men will be against Xenyon, he was
returning home for the majority side-lined for the Northern
of the games left on the schedule. Kentucky State gume due to an
At both 'home' games. Miami at operation removing a benign
UD Arena and Thomas More at tumor in his chest. He was ready
Stebbins. there was a fire just in time for the fateful Miami
turnout of Raider fans. For the game, as he assured t h e
remainder of the season, it is Guardian that the incision did not
hoped more and more will come affect his playing, except that the
to the games.
time in bed put him slightly out
One of the problem# with of peak condition for the game.
getting a good turnout is that
Bui of the seven of eight games
students do not even know who Bill has played in, he has racked
they are cheering for when they up some outstanding pergo to a game. When they get formances.
there, the Raider players are as
For one. Bill has the highest
much of s t r a n g e r s as the field goal percentage on the tea;!
opposing team. This is just with a .558. However, he
another example of what has taken the least shots total
problems a commuter school has. with 39 of all the starters. Bill
Why would a student go to a attributes this partly to the fact
game that has nothing or no one of the hot streak that Lyle
for him to relate to?
Falknor has been on the past few
Thus, the Guardian is starting a games. "Can't stop someone
series of interviews with various when they'arc hot." he says.
members of the team, including
But Bill is not the type to worry
tid bits of information on their about points. He is a scrapper
performance in the past jan.es. and does not mind mixing it uy a
What better player to start little with an opposing play»;r to
with than our own team captain. get possession of the ball or ,iull
Bill Fogt?
down a rebound.
Fogtraroe to Wright State two
And even with a height
years ago from nearby Piqua disadvantage, standing at 6'3",
High School. Coach Ross heard of he has pulled down 49 rebounds
his ability from someone in the in those seven games to be third
Academv; Center there, saw him on the team. Bill feels that he
play, liked what he was. "has to be aggressive against the
approached him, and WSU taller players but that he also has
acquired a fine forward and a to watch his fouling." He started
team captain.
the season a little heavy on the
Bill is at present on a basketball fouls, but he learned to keep
scholarship, which just barely them down to a minimum and
covers three quarters tuition and still get in the rough for the ball.
one quarte' in the dorm. He
Bill does not feel that the
by anthony pennington
•porta editor

SETTING UP-WSU freshman guard Bob Grote sets up the
Raider offense in a recent home game against Thomas More at
Stebbins High School. Grote, a 6'3" swingman. scored 11 points
(PalOeo Photo)

position of team captain really
means a lot physically to the
team, as he usually acts as
spokesman for the team during a
dispute or argument of the floor,
which have been few and far
between.
Bill adds a lot to the team with
just his easy-going personality
and friendly ways. Bill assures
the Guardian that the team is
"one happy family," and with
people like Bill Fogt on the team
one knows why.
Bill's dad comes down from
Piqua now and then to see the
games, which is more than can be
said for the majority of the
students on this campus. Bill
hopes that more students sW.rt
coming, but also feels that he
cannot do any active proselytising as students might get the
wrong idea. (I am a big bad
basketball player, are you going
to come see me play tonight?)
Still Bill gets his friends to come,
and the dorms have been active
in toming to most of the games.
The only thing, Bill feels, to get
students out is to have a winning
team.
Weil, the Raiders are winning.
So let's have a following. That.
Rio Grande game is Tuesday and
Xenia is not that far away. Get
down to the game and give Bill,
Lyle. Dan, Tim. Jim. Rick and
the entire team your support.
We'll see you there.

Away game trip proposed
BY TONY PENNINGTON
With the treacherous road
schedule of the basketball team
now over, with a magnificent re
cord of 7-1 to boast of, the Raiders are coming home to play the
majority of their remaining 14
games
Of those 14, only five are away
from home, two of those being at
the Rose Hulman Tournament,
Jan 19 ar.d 20.
Although the Wilberforce game
has been postponed until Feb 13,
the Rio Grande game will be
held, as scheduled, in the Xenia
High School Gym on Jan 16. due
to the incompletion of Wright
State's new gym.
Hopefully the team will have
little difficulty in attracting a
home crowd, but on the road
they have to play before a totally
strange crowd. This is a matter I
would like to rectify.
The Rose Hulman Tournament
is an overnight affair and also a
long drive into Indiana. One
could not hope to attract much of
a following under these circum
stances. Berea College is also a

Parachute dub
meeting set
for Jan 17
Ever parachute? Ever want to
parachute but couldn't find out
how to do it? Ever parachute but
just got away from it for awhile?
If you answer yes to one or
more of 'he above questions, a
new club being organized at
Wright State is just for you. The
Sport Parachute Club will hold
its first meeting at noon next
Wednesday. Jan 17. in room 041
of the University Center,
according to the organizer of the
club, Donnie Peterbaugh.
Peterbaugh noted that the first
meeting of the club is "just to get
organized in order to form a
nucleus of people interested in
the sport of parachuting." He
added that it isn't necessary for
one to have jumped before to join
the club- just being interested is
enough to become a member.
Peterbaugh said that the new
club is open to anyone in the
Wright St."'-- community, faculty
and staff « well as students. He
also announced that the Greene
County Sports Parachute Center
in -X nia hns specie! rates for
WSU stud. is.
Stude»' i i-ceive a $10 discount
in ins!
.cn on learning how to
parach e and it only costs WSU
students S4 for every jump at the
sporis center after the fir3t one.

Pick-up
Beverage Dock
! Rio Grande j BEER, WINE, and PARTY SUPPLIES
j game tickets! Open 8 am to 11 pm 7 days a week
I at IM office i 868 Kauffman Ave [ 8 7 8 - 6 3 2 ^

long drive, being well below
Lexington, Kentucky.
But the last two games of the
season, a rematch against Thomas More and the final game
against Cedarville. are both close
enough to be economical to at
tend.
However, it is -still expensive
for gas to drive the 200 mile
round trip to Thomas More and
Cedarville is no hop. skip and
jump either.
Therefore the Guardian is helping to sponsor a bus ride to those
games. If enough people show an
interest, the Dean of Students
Office will help subsidize the
price students will have to pay.
Without subsidy the price of the
round trip would be $2.00 per
student. Hopefully we can get
that down to $1.00.
A bus ride in itself is fun. bring
ingyour beer, mates, and cronies
for a good time and supporting
your school.
Get involved. Call the Guardian
for more information and show
the Dean's office that Wright
Stale students can get off their
apathy.

Do Your Open Bowling At

BEAVER-VU BOWL
1238 North Fairfield Rd.
426-3299
ft

HI
BMW
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